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Uni�ation-Free Prolog Programs RevisitedSandro Etalle�D.I.S.I { Universit�a di Genovavia Dodeaneso 35, Genova, ITALY.email: sandro�disi.unige.itAbstratIn this artile are provided new simple onditions whih allow us to onlude that in ase ofseveral well-known Prolog programs the uni�ation algorithm an be replaed by iterated mathing.As already notied by other researhers, suh a replaement o�ers a possibility of improving theeÆieny of program's exeution. The results we prove improve on those in our previous paper([AE93℄) both beause (in most ases) they allow to prove uni�ation-freeness for a larger lass ofprograms and queries and beause they require far less mahinery. In partiular, the onditions weprovide are always hekable in an automati way.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 68Q40, 68T15, 68N15.CR Categories: D.1.6, F.3.2., F.4.1, H.3.3, I.2.3.Keywords and Phrases: iterated mathing, Prolog programs.1 IntrodutionUni�ation is the ore of the resolution method employed by Prolog, and its eÆieny has great inueneon the overall performane of the interpreter. The best sequential uni�ation algorithm employs lineartime (see for example Martelli-Montanari [MM82℄), and, most likely, this result annot be improved bythe adoption of a parallel algorithm: Dwork et al. [DKM84℄ have shown that, unless PTIME � NC(whih is quite improbable) uni�ation does not admit an algorithm that run in polylogarithmi timeusing a polynomially bounded number of proessors.On the other hand, fast parallel algorithms are available for term mathing: a speial ase of uni�ationwhere one of the terms is always an instane of the other one [DKM84, DKS86℄. This motivates theresearh for suÆient onditions for the replaement of uni�ation with term mathing (see, for instane[DM85b, MK85, AFZ88℄ and, more reently, [AE93, Mar94℄).In Deransart and Maluszynski [DM85b℄, Maluszynski and Komorowski [MK85℄ and Attali and Franhi-Zannettai [AFZ88℄, the problem was takled by using modes. Intuitively, a mode is a funtion thatlabels as input or output the positions of eah relation in order to indiate how the arguments of a relationshould be used. A limit of this approah is that the input positions of the queries are expeted to be�lled in by ground (i.e. variable-free) terms. Apt and Etalle [AE93℄ improved upon the previous resultsby additionally using types, whih allow to deal with non-ground inputs.Now, a disadvantage of using types is that they require heking some so-alled type judgments, andthis is, as shown by Aiken and Lakshman in [AL93℄, an algorithmially intratable problem.In this paper we provide new onditions whih allow one to onlude that a program is uni�ation-free.These onditions do not rely on type judgments, and are always algorithmially hekable (in quadratitime on the dimension of the lauses). Nevertheless the lass of program and queries we an prove tobe uni�ation-free is now substantially larger than in [AE93℄. There are still some programs whih an�This researh was arried out during the author's permanene at CWI { Center For Mathematis and Computer Siene{ Kruislaan 413 1098 SJ, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 1



be proven to be uni�ation-free with the tools of [AE93℄ and not with ours, but, as we'll show in theonlusions, they really are a very small minority.The main tools of our approah an be summarized as follows:First, we drop the onditions on the types for the \input" positions by employing only two types:Ground and U. The Ground positions of a query have to be �lled in by a ground term, while the U -positions of a query may ontain any term (here \U" an be read as unknown). Beause of the use of anew onditions of U-safeness, it turns out that for many of the programs mentioned in [AE93℄ we ouldsimply turn some positions into U positions, both enlarging signi�antly the lass of allowed queries and,when this proess was applied to the non-ground input positions, simplifying dramatially the methodfor proving that the program is uni�ation-free.Seond, we now allow also pure terms to �ll in output positions of the queries, again this enlargesthe lass of allowed queries.This paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we provide the preliminaries and we introduethe onept of solvability by sequential mathing. In setion 3 we give the basi de�nition of uni�ation-free Prolog program, and we desribe the tools needed to prove uni�ation-freeness, in partiular wede�ne the set of types we use in the sequel. In setion 4 we begin to takle the problem of how to provethat a program is uni�ation-free: we introdue the de�nition of a Niely Typed program and we showthat, in most ases, this onept alone is suÆient for our purposes. In setion 5 we deal with programsthat use ground input, this allows us to enlarge the lass of program we an prove to be uni�ation-free.In order to handle this ase, we introdue the onept of well-moded program. Setion 6 ontains somepratial examples, and in Setion 7 we onlude by omparing this paper with our previous one [AE93℄and with another two related papers [Mar94, RS94℄.2 PreliminariesIn what follows we study logi programs exeuted by means of the LD-resolution, whih onsists ofthe SLD-resolution ombined with the leftmost seletion rule. An SLD-derivation in whih the leftmostseletion rule is used is alled an LD-derivation. We allow in programs various �rst-order built-in's, like=, 6=, >, et, and assume that they are resolved in the way onforming to their interpretation.We work here with queries , that is sequenes of atoms, instead of goals , that is onstruts of the form Q, where Q is a query. Apart from this we use the standard notation of Lloyd [Llo87℄ and Apt [Apt90℄.In partiular, given a syntati onstrut E (so for example, a term, an atom or a set of equations) wedenote by Var(E) the set of variables appearing in E. Given a substitution � = fx1=t1; :::; xn=tng wedenote by Dom(�) the set of variables fx1; : : : ; xng, by Range(�) the set of terms ft1; : : : ; tng, and byRan(�) the set of variables appearing in ft1; : : : ; tng. Finally, we de�ne Var(�) = Dom(�) [Ran(�).Reall that a substitution � is alled grounding if Ran(�) is empty, and is alled a renaming if it is apermutation of the variables in Dom(�). Given a substitution � and a set of variables V , we denote by�jV the substitution obtained from � by restriting its domain to V .2.1 Uni�ersGiven two sequenes of terms s = s1; :::; sn and t = t1; :::; tn of the same length we abbreviate the set ofequations fs1 = t1; :::; sn = tng to fs = tg and the sequene s1�; :::; sn� to s�. Two atoms an unify onlyif they have the same relation symbol, and with two atoms p(s) and p(t) to be uni�ed we assoiate theset of equations fs = tg. In the appliations we often refer to this set as p(s) = p(t). A substitution �suh that s� = t� is alled a uni�er of the set of equations fs = tg. Thus the set of equations fs = tghas the same uni�ers as the atoms p(s) and p(t).A uni�er � of a set of equations E is alled a most general uni�er (in short mgu) of E if it is moregeneral than all uni�ers of E. An mgu � of a set of equations E is alled relevant if Var(�) � Var(E).The following Lemma was proved in Lassez, Marriot and Maher [LMM88℄.Lemma 2.1 Let �1 and �2 be mgu's of a set of equations. Then for some renaming � we have �2 = �1�.2 2



Finally, the following well-known Lemma allows us to searh for mgu's in an iterative fashion.Lemma 2.2 Let E1; E2 be two sets of equations. Suppose that �1 is a relevant mgu of E1 and �2 is arelevant mgu of E2�1. Then �1�2 is a relevant mgu of E1 [E2. Moreover, if E1 [E2 is uni�able then �1exists and for any suh �1 an appropriate �2 exists, as well. 22.2 Solvability by (sequential) MathingFollowing the notation of Apt and Etalle, [AE93℄, we begin by realling the following onepts.De�nition 2.3 Consider a set of equations E = fs = tg.� A substitution � suh that either Dom(�) � Var(s) and s� = t or Dom(�) � Var(t) and s = t�, isalled a math for E.� E is alled left-right disjoint if Var(s) \ Var(t) = ;. 2Clearly, if E is left-right disjoint, then a math for E is also a relevant mgu of E. The sets of equationswe onsider in this paper will always satisfy this disjointness proviso due to the standardization apart.De�nition 2.4 Let E be a left-right disjoint set of equations. We say that E is solvable by mathing ifE is uni�able implies that a math for E exists. 2Consider a seleted atom p(t1; : : :; tn) and the head p(s1; : : :; sn) of an input lause used to resolve it.The uni�ation mehanism tries then to �nd a mgu of the set of equations t1 = s1; : : : ; tn = sn. Sometimessuh a set is not solvable by mathing as a whole, but it an be solved by a sequential mathing, that is,by onsidering the equations one at a time.To formalize this idea we introdue the following notion.De�nition 2.5 Let E = E1; : : : ; En be a left-right disjoint sequene of (sets of) equations.� We say that E is solvable by sequential mathing if E is uni�able implies that for some substitutions�1; : : : ; �n, and for i 2 [1; n℄- Ei�1 : : : �i�1 is left-right disjoint,- �i is a math for Ei�1 : : : �i�1.� We say that E is solvable by sequential mathing wrt � if � is a permutation of 1; : : :; n, and- E�(1); : : : ; E�(n) is solvable by sequential mathing. 2Note that when �1; : : : ; �n satisfy the above two onditions, then, by Lemma 2.2, �1�2 : : : �n is arelevant mgu of E.This de�nition orresponds to the one onsidered by Maluszynski and Komorowski [MK85℄, and isslightly less general than the one of iterated mathing given in [AE93℄, whih makes no expliit refereneto the order in whih the equations are to be solved. Intuitively, E is solvable by iterated mathing i�there exists a � suh that E is solvable by sequential mathing wrt �.3 Uni�ation Free ProgramsThe aim of this paper is to larify for whih Prolog programs uni�ation an be replaed by sequentialmathing. The following De�nition is then the key one. Here we denote by rel(A) the relation symbol ofthe atom A.De�nition 3.1� Let � be an LD-derivation. Let A be an atom seleted in � and H the head of the input lauseseleted to resolve A in �. Suppose that A and H have the same relation symbol. Then we say thatthe system A = H is onsidered in �. 3



� Suppose that eah system of equations A = H onsidered in the LD-derivations of P [ fQg issolvable by sequential mathing wrt a permutation �rel(A), where �rel(A) is uniquely determined bythe relation symbol of A. Then we say that P [ fQg is uni�ation free. 2A slightly more exible de�nition of uni�ation-free programwas given in Apt-Etalle [AE93℄, where theequation A = H may be solvable by iterated mathing, i.e. the sequene � needs not to be determinablefrom the relations symbol of A.3.1 TypesLet us start with the following de�nition.De�nition 3.2 We all an atom (resp. a term) a pure atom (resp. pure term) if it is of the form p(x)with x a sequene of di�erent variables. 2In general, a type is a set of terms. The main tool we are going to use in this paper is the followingspei� set of types. Types = fU; V ar; P t; GroundgWhere U is the set of all terms, Var is the set of variables, Pt is the set of variables and pure terms,Ground is the set of ground terms. Notie that V ar � Pt � U � Ground.We also assoiate types with relation symbols.De�nition 3.3 Consider an n-ary relation symbol p. By a type for p we mean a funtion tp from [1; n℄to the set Types . If tp(i) = T , we all T the type assoiated with the position i of p. Assuming a type tpfor the relation p, we say that an atom p(s1; : : :; sn) is orretly typed in position i if si 2 tp(i). 2An n-ary relation p with type tp will be denoted by p : tp(1) � : : : � tp(n). For example, app:Ground � Ground � V ar denotes a ternary relation app with the �rst two positions typed as Ground,and the third position typed as V ar.To avoid misunderstanding, let us state this formally.Assumption 3.4 To eah prediate symbol is always assoiated a type of the formp : T1 � : : :� Tnwhere, for eah i 2 [1 : : : n℄, Ti 2 fV ar; P t; Ground; Ug. 2Multiple types an be obtained by simply renaming the relations.The type spei�es how the argument of a relation should be used: as a general rule, we expet that theatoms seleted in a LD-derivation are orretly typed (to make sure of this we'll introdue appropriatetools). Consider for instane the well-known program append:app([X | Xs℄, Ys, [X | Zs℄)  app(Xs, Ys, Zs).app([℄, Ys, Ys).append an be used for onatenating two ground lists, and this an be reeted by the adoption of thefollowing \natural" type:app : Ground �Ground� V arThis type expresses the fat that eah time an atom of the form append(s, t, u) is seleted in by the(leftmost) seletion rule, we expet s and t to be ground terms, and u to be a variable. In ase we needto onatenate two lists whih are not neessarily ground, we an adopt the following type:app : U � U � V arAording to the type used, we'll make some distintions among the positions of an atom. Considerthe ase of a seleted atom A and the head H of an input lause used to resolve A. In presene of types,we expet A to be orretly typed. It is then natural to onsider the positions of A whih are typed Varor Pt, whih are �lled in by variables or pure terms as output positions, as they ontain no information.This onsideration is at the base of the following De�nition.4



De�nition 3.5 Let p : T1 � : : :� Tn be the type of the relation symbol p. We all the i-th position ofan atom p(t1; : : :; tn)� An output position if Ti = V ar or Ti = Pt;For the sake of simpliity we'll also all it� A U-position if Ti = U� A Ground position if Ti = Ground. 23.2 Sequential MathingWe start with a simple test allowing us to determine whether a given set of equations is solvable bymathing. In what follows, two atoms (resp. terms) are alled disjoint if they have no variables inommon.Lemma 3.6 (mathing lemma) Consider two disjoint atoms A and H with the same relation symbol.Suppose that� one of them is ground or pure.Then A = H is solvable by mathing.Proof. Clear. 2Now let us go bak to the example of the (orretly typed) seleted atom A and the head H of alause used to resolve it. In order to apply the mathing lemma 3.6 to the part of A = H orrespondingto the U -positions, sine we have no information about the shape of the terms �lling in the U -positionsof A, we have to impose some restritions on H .De�nition 3.7 (U-safe) An atom H is alled U-safe if for eah term t �lling in one of its U -positionsone of the following two onditions holds:(i) t is a variable or a pure term and it is disjoint from the terms ourring in the non-output positionsof H ;(ii) eah variable ourring in t appears also in a ground position of H . 2We need now one further notion.De�nition 3.8 An atom A is alled output independent if eah term ourring in an output position isdisjoint from the rest of A. 2Now we prove a result allowing us to onlude that A = H is solvable by sequential mathing.Lemma 3.9 (sequential mathing) Consider two disjoint atoms A and H with the same relationsymbol. If� A is orretly typed and output independent,� H is U -safe,Then there exists a permutation � suh that A = H is solvable by sequential mathing wrt �.In partiular, A = H is solvable by sequential mathing wrt any permutation of 1; : : :; n suh that,aording to the order given by �(1); : : :; �(n), we have that the the ground positions of p ome �rst, theU -positions ome next and the output positions ome last.5



Proof. Suppose that A = H is uni�able, we an then assume that A and H are equal respetively top(s1; : : :; sn) and p(t1; : : :; tn), where s1; : : :; sn; t1; : : :; tn have been reordered in suh a way that groundpositions ome �rst (on the left), the U -positions ome next and the output positions are the rightmostones.We now need to prove that s1 = t1; : : :; sn = tn is solvable by sequential mathing, that is we need to�nd �1; : : :; �n suh that eah �i is a math of (si = ti)�1 : : : �i�1.Let Ti be the term type assoiated to the i-th position of p. Eah equation si = ti orresponds toone position of A = H , we now distinguish three ases upon the kind of position the equation si = tiorresponds to.First, we onsider the ase when si = ti orresponds to a ground position. Sine A is orretly typed,si is a ground term. From the mathing lemma 3.6 it follows then that (si = ti)�1 : : : �i�1 is solvableby mathing. Moreover, if tj ; : : : ; tk are the terms found in the ground position of H , we also have that(tj ; : : : ; tk)�1 : : : �k are ground terms.Seond, if si = ti is found in a U -position then, depending on whih of the two onditions of U -safeness is satis�ed we have that: (i) ti is a variable or a pure term and Var(ti) \ Var(�1 : : : �i�1) = ;,so ti�1 : : : �i�1 is still a variable or a pure term and by the mathing lemma 3.6 (si = ti)�1 : : : �i�1 issolvable by mathing; (ii) Var(ti) � Var(tj ; : : : ; tk) and, by the order hypothesis, the equations 1; : : : ; khave already been proessed, from what notied before it follows that ti�1 : : : �i�1 is a ground term, andagain, by the mathing lemma 3.6, (si = ti)�1 : : : �i�1 is solvable by mathing.Finally, if si = ti is found in an output position then si is a variable or a pure term and, sine A isoutput independent, Var(si) \ Var(�1; : : : ; �i�1) = ;. So si�1; : : : ; �i�1 is still a variable or a pure term,and by the mathing lemma 3.6 (si = ti)�1 : : : �i�1 is solvable by mathing. 2We need one further notion.De�nition 3.10 We all an LD-derivation i/o driven if all atoms seleted in it are orretly typed andoutput independent. 2i/o driven derivations were introdued in [AE93℄, but the de�nition we give here is di�erent than theprevious one. This is due to the fat that we now onsider a redued set of types (whih, however, in thease of type Pt need not be monotoni)The sequential mathing lemma 3.9 allows us to ombine the notions of U -safe atom and of i/o drivenderivation for onluding that P [ fQg is uni�ation free.Theorem 3.11 If� the head of every lause of P is U -safe� all LD-derivations of P [ fQg are i/o driven.Then P [ fQg is uni�ation free. 24 Avoiding uni�ation using only the types U , V ar and PtIn order to introdue the tools we need to prove uni�ation freeness of Prolog programs in a gradualmanner, we begin by exluding the presene of the positions typed Ground, (the so-alled ground posi-tions).In pratie, we assume the following.Assumption 4.1 Throughout this setion we assume that to prediate symbol is always assoiated atype of the form p : T1 � : : :� Tnwhere, for eah i 2 [1 : : : n℄ Ti 2 fV ar; P t; Ug. 26



In many ases, this restrition does not represent a problem: in order to pass the information fromthe seleted atom to the head of the input lause we an use the U-positions.In order to apply Theorem 3.11 we need to �nd onditions whih imply that all onsidered LD-derivations are i/o driven. Sine here we exlude the existene of Ground positions, all we have to do isto ensure that the seleted atom A is orretly typed in its output position and output independent. Forthis we'll introdue the new onept of Niely Typed program.4.1 Taking are of the output positions: Niely Typed programsWe start with the following notion whih was introdued in Chadha and Plaisted [CP94℄. Here we usethe notation of Apt and Pellegrini [AP92℄: when writing an atom as p(rest;out), we now assume thatout is the sequene of terms �lling in the output positions of p, while that rest is the sequene of terms�lling its remaining positions. Here we all a family of terms linear if every variable ours at most onein it.De�nition 4.2 (Niely Moded)� A query p1(r1;o1); : : :; pn(rn;on) is alled niely moded if o1; : : :on is a linear family of terms andfor j 2 [1; n℄ Var(rj) \ ( n[k=j Var(ok)) = ;: (1)� A lause p0(r0;o0) p1(r1;o1); : : :; pn(rn;on)is alled niely moded if p1(r1;o1); : : :; pn(rn;on) is niely moded andVar(r0) \ ( n[k=1Var(ok)) = ;: (2)In partiular, every unit lause is niely moded.� A program is alled niely moded if every lause of it is. 2Thus, assuming that in every atom the output positions are the rightmost ones, a query is nielymoded if� every variable ourring in an output position of an atom does not our earlier in the query.And a lause is niely moded if� every variable ourring in an output position of a body atom ours neither earlier in the bodynor in a non-output position of the head.So, intuitively, the onept of being niely moded prevents a \speulative binding" of the variableswhih our in output positions | these variables are required to be \fresh".From the de�nition it follows that, if the query is niely moded, then the seleted atom is outputindependent. In order to ful�ll the requirements of i/o drivenness we also ask the output positions to beorretly typed. For this reason we introdue a further De�nition. Here and in the sequel, given an atomA, we denote by VarOut(A) the set of variables ourring in the output positions of A. Similar notationis used for sequenes of atoms.De�nition 4.3 (Niely Typed)� A niely moded query B is alled niely typed if it is orretly typed in its output positions.7



� a niely moded lause H  B is alled niely typed if B is niely typed, and eah term t �lling ina position of H of type Pt satis�es the followingIf t is a variable and t \ V arOut(B) 6= ; then t �lls in a position of B of type Pt. (3)� A program is alled niely typed if every lause of it is. 2Niely typed programs an be seen as a generalization of simply moded programs of [AE93℄. Theadditional ondition (3) that we impose on the lauses is needed to ensure the persistene of the notionof being niely typed, whih is proven in the following key Lemma.Lemma 4.4 An LD-resolvent of a niely typed query and a disjoint with it niely typed lause is nielytyped.Proof. See the appendix 2The following is an immediate onsequene of Lemma 4.4 whih will be soon needed.Corollary 4.5 Let P and Q be niely typed, and let � be an LD-derivation of P [ fQg. All atomsseleted in � are orretly typed in their output positions and are output independent. 24.2 Avoiding Uni�ation with Niely Typed ProgramsReall that in order to prove that P [ fQg is uni�ation-free using Theorem 3.11 we are looking foronditions whih imply that all the LD-derivations starting in Q are i/o driven and that, sine we areexluding the presene of ground positions, this redues to requiring that the seleted atom are orretlytyped in their output positions and output independent. By Corollary 4.5 the onept of being nielytyped is the one we need.Lemma 4.6 In the hypohesis of assumption 4.1. If� P and Q are niely typed.Then all LD-derivations of P [ fQg are i/o driven.Proof. This follows diretly form Corollary 4.5. 2We an now state the main result of this Setion.Theorem 4.7 In the hypohesis of assumption 4.1. If� P and Q are niely typed,� the head of every lause of P is U -safe.Then P [ fQg is uni�ation free.Proof. From Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 3.11 2This result, though rather simple, an be applied to a large number of programs.Example 4.8(i) Consider again the program append, together with the following type:app : U � U � PtFirst note that append is niely typed and that the head of both lauses are U -safe. Now let t, s beany two terms, and u be a variable (or a pure term), disjoint from t, s; append(t,s,u) is then a nielytyped query, and, from Theorem 4.7, it follows that append [ f app(s, t, u)g is uni�ation free.8



(ii) append an be used not only for onatenating two lists, but also for splitting a list in two. This isreeted by the adoption of the following type:app : Pt� Pt� UAgain, append is niely typed, and the head of both lauses are U -safe. Theorem 4.7 yields that,for disjoint terms u, v ,t, where u and v are variables or pure terms, append [ f app(u, v, t)g isuni�ation free.(iii) Let us now onsider the following program Permutation:perm(Xs, Ys)  Ys is a permutation of the list Xs.perm(Xs, [X | Ys℄)  app1(X1s, [X | X2s℄, Xs),app2(X1s, X2s, Zs),perm(Zs, Ys).perm([℄, [℄).augmented by the app1 and app2 programs.Where both app1 and app2 are renamings of the append program; we use here two distint renamings inorder to adopt two di�erent types, namelyapp1 : Pt� Pt� Uapp2 : U � U � PtBy the previous example we have that both app1 and app2 are niely typed. Let us onsider the followingtype:perm : U � PtIt is easy to hek that perm is niely typed, and that both lause's heads are U -safe. Hene, when u avariable or a pure term disjoint from t, permutation [ f perm(t, u)g is uni�ation free. 25 Avoiding Uni�ation using also the type GroundIn the previous setion we have been using only the types U , V ar and Pt. Therefore the parameterpassing from the seleted atom to the head of the input lause was always done via the U-positions. Thishas the advantage of exibility, as there is no assumption on the struture of the data. However, in someases, if we an be more preise about the kind of data struture is being used, we'll be able to broadenthe range of of programs and queries that we an prove to be uni�ation-free. Consider for instane thewell-known member program.member(Element, List)  Element is an element of the list List.member(X, [X | Xs℄).member(X, [Y | Xs℄)  member(X, Xs).It is easy to hek (see Example 5.6 for a formalization of this statement) when the type is member : Pt�U ,member satis�es the onditions of Theorem 4.7, therefore if s is in Pt and t is disjoint from s, then member[ f member(s, t) g is uni�ation-free. On the other hand, it is also easy to (manually) hek that if weknow that t is ground, then we an drop the assumption that s is in Pt: member [ f member(s, t) gis still uni�ation-free. In order to apture this situation, we need an extension of Theorem 4.7 that isappliable when the type adopted is member : U �Ground.5.1 Taking are of the ground positions: Well-Moded ProgramsIn order to apply Theorem 3.11, we need again to �nd some onditions suÆient to ensure that the LD-derivations will be i/o-driven. As in the previous setion, the output positions will be taken are of by9



the fat that the programs we onsider are niely typed. Consequently, our onern is now to guaranteethat the seleted atoms will ontain ground terms in its ground position, for this we use the onept ofwell-moded programs.5.2 Well-Moded programsThe onept of Well-Moded program is essentially due to Dembinski and Maluszynski [DM85a℄; here wemake use of the elegant formulation of Rosemblueth [Ros91℄ and of the same notation of [AE93℄. Inpartiular, when writing an atom as p(u;v), we now assume that u is a sequene of terms �lling in theground positions of p and that v is a sequene of terms �lling in the output and the U -positions of p(notie that this shorthand is di�erent from the one used for De�nition 4.2).De�nition 5.1� A query p1(s1; t1); : : :; pn(sn; tn) is alled well-moded if for i 2 [1; n℄Var(si) � i�1[j=1Var(tj):� A lause p0(t0; sn+1) p1(s1; t1); : : :; pn(sn; tn)is alled well-moded if for i 2 [1; n+ 1℄Var(si) � i�1[j=0Var(tj):� A program is alled well-moded if every lause of it is. 2Thus, a query is well-moded if� every variable ourring in a ground position of an atom (i 2 [1; n℄) ours in a non-ground positionof an earlier (j 2 [1; i� 1℄) atom.And a lause is well-moded if� (i 2 [1; n℄) every variable ourring in a ground position of a body atom ours either in a groundposition of the head (j = 0), or in a non-ground position of an earlier (j 2 [1; i� 1℄) body atom,� (i = n+1) every variable ourring in a non-ground position of the head ours in a ground positionof the head (j = 0), or in an output position of a body atom (j 2 [1; n℄).The following Lemma states the persistene of the notion of being well-moded. A proof of it an befound in Apt and Marhiori [AE93℄.Lemma 5.2 An LD-resolvent of a well-moded query and a disjoint with it well-moded lause is well-moded. 2The next result is originally due to Dembinski and Maluszynski and follows diretly from the de�nitionof well-moded program.Corollary 5.3 Let P and Q be well-moded, and let � be an LD-derivation of P [fQg. All atoms seletedin � ontain ground terms in their ground positions. 2
10



5.3 Avoiding Uni�ation with Well-Moded Niely Typed ProgramsOne again we are going to use Theorem 3.11 for proving that P [ fQg is uni�ation-free. Therefore weare looking again for onditions whih imply that all the LD-derivations starting in Q are i/o driven: theseleted atoms in a LD-derivation need to be orretly typed and output independent. As in the previoussetion, the onept of being niely typed will take are of the output positions, while orollary 5.3 showsthat well-modedness is what we need for taking are of the ground positions.Lemma 5.4 If� P and Q are niely typed and well-moded.Then all LD-derivations of P [ fQg are i/o driven.Proof. Let A be a seleted atom in an LD-derivation of P [ fQg. By Corollary 5.3 the ground positionsof A are orretly typed, and by Corollary 4.5, A is orretly typed in its output positions and is outputindependent. 2This, together with Theorem 3.11, brings us to the main result of this paper.Theorem 5.5 (main) If� P and Q are niely typed and well-moded,� the head of every lause of P is U -safeThen P [ fQg is uni�ation free.Proof. It follows diretly from Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 3.11. 2Example 5.6(i) First, let us go bak to what we stated at the beginning of setion 5, and let us onsider again theprogram member. With the type member:U � Ground, member is well-moded and (trivially, as thereare no output positions) niely typed; moreover, all lause's heads are U -safe. By Theorem 5.5 if t is aground term, then, for any s, member [ f member(s, t)g is uni�ation free.Let us ompare this with what we ould have obtained by using the result (namely, Theorem 4.7) givenin setion 4. Without using ground positions we an prove that, when the following type is used:member : Pt� Uthen member is niely typed and all lause's heads are U -safe. By Theorem 4.7 this implies that if s is avariable or a pure term disjoint from t, then member [ f member(s, t)g is uni�ation free. In this ase,the advantage of Theorem 5.5 over Theorem 4.7 is that we an allow s to be any term. The prie wehave to pay for this is that Theorem 5.5 requires t to be ground. Symmetrially, Theorem 4.7 imposes noonditions on t (whih an be then a non-ground list, or any other term) but requires s to be a variableor a pure term. Notie also that, when the above types are used, Theorem 5.5 is not appliable, as theprogram is not well-moded. This shows that Theorem 5.5 is not more general that Theorem 4.7.(ii) Consider now the MapColor program:olor map(Map, Colors)  Map is orretly typed using Colors.olor map([Region | Regions℄, Colors)  olor region(Region, Colors),olor map(Regions, Colors).olor map([℄, ).olor region(Region, Colors)  11



Region and its neighbors are orretly olored using Colors.olor region(region(Name, Color, Neighbors) , Colors)  selet(Color, Colors, ColorsLeft),subset(Neighbors, ColorsLeft).selet(X, Xs, Zs)  Zs is the result of deleting one ourrene of X from the list Zs.selet(X, [X | Xs℄, Xs).selet(X, [Z | Xs℄, [Z | Zs℄)  selet(X, Xs, Zs).subset(Xs, Ys)  eah element of the list Xs is also an element of the list Ys.subset([X | Xs℄, Ys)  member(X, Ys), subset(Xs, Ys).subset([℄ , ).augmented by the member program.Let us assoiate to it the following type:olor map : U �Groundolor region : U �Groundselet : U �Ground� Ptsubset : U �Groundmember : U �GroundIt is straightforward to hek that with the above type, MapColor is well-moded and niely typed. Sinethe head of all lauses are U -safe, by Theorem 5.5 we have that, if t is a ground term, then, for any s,olor map [ f olor map(s, t)g is uni�ation free. 2It is worth notiing that the U -positions have been used in (at least) two opposite ways: in setion 4we they were atually used as \input" positions, in the sense that they were used to transfer informationfrom the seleted atom to the head of the lause used to resolve it, while in setion 5 they were moreused as \output". This beomes notieable in the moment that we ompare Example 4.8 with Example5.6. However, it should be mentioned that this distintion is not always so lear: onsider for instanethe program selet (whih is a subprogram of the above MapColor): A query selet(s, t, u) anbe used in two main ways: to delete the element s from the list t and report the result in u, or as ageneralized member program, to report in s an element of t, and in u the remains of the list. In the �rstase the �rst position is used as \input", in the seond as \output", but for both ases we an simply usethe type selet : U �Ground � Pt. In this ase the mode U takes are of the ambivalene of the �rstposition. Notie also that when we adopt this type the hypothesis of Theorem 5.5 are satis�ed, thereforeif t is ground, u is in Pt and s is disjoint from u then selet [ selet(s, t, u) is uni�ation-free.6 What have we done and what have we not done6.1 What have we done: the ListTo apply the established results to a program and a query, one needs to �nd appropriate types for theonsidered relations suh that the onditions of one of the Theorems 4.7, or 5.5, are satis�ed. In the tablebelow several programs taken from the book of Sterling and Shapiro [SS86℄ are listed. For eah programit is indiated for whih types these theorems are appliable.In programs whih use di�erene-lists we replae \n" by \,", thus splitting a position �lled in bya di�erene-list into two positions. Beause of this hange in some relations additional arguments areintrodued, and so ertain lauses have to be modi�ed in an obvious way. For example, in the parsingprogram on page 258 eah lause of the form p(X) r(X) has to be replaed by p(X,Y) r(X,Y).Suh hanges are purely syntati and they allow us to draw onlusions about the original program.12



We also report between parenthesis types whih are \subsumed" by other types in the list, that is,types for whih there exists another type whih is more general. We report them here beause theyprovide further examples of types wrt whih these programs are uni�ation-free.program page Thm. Typemember 45 4.7 Pt� U5.5 U �Groundpre�x 45 4.7 Pt� U5.5 Ground�Ground(5.5) (Pt�Ground)suÆx 45 4.7 Pt� U5.5 Ground�Ground(5.5) (Pt�Ground)naive reverse 48 4.7 U � Pt5.5 Ground� Ureverse-aum. 48 4.7 U � Pt, U � U � Pt5.5 Ground� U , Ground�Ground � Udelete 53 5.5 Ground�Ground� Ptselet 53 4.7 Pt� U � Pt4.7 U � Pt� U5.5 U �Ground� Pt5.5 Ground�Ground�Ground(5.5) (Ground�Ground � Pt)insertion sort 55 4.7 s : U � Pt, i : U � U � Pt(5.5) (s : Ground� Pt, i : Ground�Ground� Pt)quiksort 56 4.7 q : U � Pt, p : U � U � V ar � V ar(5.5) (q : Ground� Pt, p : Ground�Ground� V ar � V ar)tree-member 58 4.7 Pt� U5.5 U �Ground5.5 Ground�Groundisotree 58 4.7 U � Pt4.7 Pt� U5.5 Ground�Ground(5.5) (Ground� Pt)(5.5) (Pt�Ground)substitute 60 5.5 Ground�Ground�Ground � Pt5.5 Ground�Ground� Pt�Groundpre-order 60 4.7 U � Pt5.5 Ground� Uin-order 60 4.7 U � Pt 13



5.5 Ground� Upost-order 60 4.7 U � Pt5.5 Ground� Upolynomial 62 5.5 Ground� Uderivative 63 5.5 Ground� U � Pt5.5 Ground� U �Groundhanoi 64 4.7 U � U � U � U � Pt5.5 U �Ground�Ground�Ground � Ureverse dl 244 4.7 r : U � Pt, r dl : U � Pt� U5.5 r : Ground � U , r dl : Ground � U �Groundduth 246 5.5 duth : Ground� U , di : Ground� Pt� Pt� Ptparsing 258 5.5 all Ground� U6.2 What have we not doneStill, there are some natural programs that when exeuted do not require uni�ation, while they annotbe proven uni�ation-free using our method. We are aware of the following two examples: quiksort dland flatten dl [SS86, pag. 244, 241℄.First, let us onsider quiksort dl.qs(Xs, Ys)  qs dl(Xs, Ys, [℄).qs dl([X | Xs℄, Ys, Zs )  partition(X, Xs, Littles, Bigs),qs dl(Littles, Ys, [X|Y1s℄),qs dl(Bigs, Y1s, Zs).qs dl([℄, Xs, Xs).partition(X, [Y | Xs℄, [Y | Ls℄, Bs)  X > Y, partition(X, Xs, Ls, Bs).partition(X, [Y | Xs℄, Ls, [Y | Bs℄)  X � Y, partition(X, Xs, Ls, Bs).partition(X, [℄, [℄, [℄).By looking at the trae of the program, it is easy to see that, if t is a list and s is a variable disjointwith t, then quiksort dl[f qs(t, s) g is uni�ation free. Indeed, if we use the following types:qs : List� V arqs dl : List� V ar � Upartition : U � List� V ar � V arthen we have that the heads of all the lauses are U -safe, moreover, we an hek \by hand" that, if f qs(t,s) g is orretly typed and output independent, all LD-derivations of quiksort dl [ f qs(t, s) g arei/o driven, therefore, by Theorem 3.11, quiksort dl [ f qs(t, s) g is uni�ation-free. The problemhere is that the program is not niely typed: Y1s appears �rst in the U -position of qs dl(Littles, Ys,[X|Y1s℄) and then in the output position of qs dl(Bigs, Y1s, Zs), therefore, with the tools in ourpossession, we annot prove that the derivations are i/o driven, in partiular we an't show that eahtime that an atom of the form qs dl(t, s, r) is seleted, s will be a variable1.1It may be interesting to notie that, if we want to prove \by hand" that this program is uni�ation-free, then the keystep is indeed represented by showing that eah time that an atom of the form qs dl(t, s, r) is seleted, s will be avariable. 14



Now, let us onsider the program flatten dl.flatten(Xs, Ys)  flatten dl(Xs, Ys, [℄).flatten dl([X | Xs℄, Ys, Zs )  flatten dl(X, Ys, Ys1),flatten dl(Xs, Ys1, Zs).flatten dl(X, [X | Xs℄, Xs)  onstant(X), X 6= [ ℄.flatten dl([℄, Xs, Xs).Not surprisingly, the reasons why we annot flatten dl to be uni�ation-free are the same ones foundfor the program quiksort dl. If we assoiate to it the following types:flatten : Ground � V arflatten dl : Ground � V ar � UWe have that the heads of all the lauses are U -safe, and, in the ase that t is a list and s is a variabledisjoint with t, all LD-derivations of flatten dl [ f flatten(t, s) g are i/o driven, therefore, byTheorem 3.11, flatten dl [ f flatten(t, s) g is uni�ation-free. Again, the problem here is that theprogram is not niely typed: Y1s appears �rst in the U -position of flatten dl(X, Ys, Ys1) and thenin the output position of flatten dl(Xs, Ys1, Zs); onsequently, with our tools we annot guaranteethe i/o drivenness of the derivations.Of ourse, the results of this paper allow us to an prove quiksort dl and flatten dl are uni�ation-free wrt the following types:qs : Ground �Groundqs dl : Ground �Ground� Upartition : Ground �Ground� V ar � V arflatten : Ground �Groundflatten dl : Ground �Ground� UHowever this are not the natural types for these programs: for instane they require that in the queriesqs(t, s) and flatten(t, s) both t and s are ground terms. In pratie we have to know the result ofthe omputation in advane.6.3 What annot be done: when is uni�ation neededConsidering the surprisingly large number of programs that ould be proven to be uni�ation-free, in[AE93℄ we raised the question of whether uni�ation was atually intrinsially needed in Prolog programs:\A anoni example (of a program requiring uni�ation) is the Prolog program urry whih omputes atype assignment to a lambda term, if suh an assignment exists (see e.g. Reddy [Red86℄). We are notaware of other natural examples, though it should be added that for ompliated queries whih antiipatein their output positions the form of omputed answers, almost any program will neessitate the use ofuni�ation."In one year we have been running into a ouple of interesting examples. The �rst one is the programappend dl [SS86, Pag. 241℄.append dl(As, Bs, Cs)  the di�erene-list Cs is the result onatenating the di�erene-lists As and Bs.append dl(Xs n Ys, Ys n Zs, Xs n Zs).append dl an onatenate the di�erene lists As and Bs in onstant time, a relevant improvement overthe ordinary append, whih takes linear time. However, it is easy to see that in most ases append dldoes requires the use uni�ation.A seond example is provided by the Prolog formalization of a problem from Coelho and Cotta [CC88,pag. 193℄: arrange three 1's, three 2's, ..., three 9's in sequene so that for all i 2 [1; 9℄ there are exatlyi numbers between suessive ourrenes of i. 15



sublist(Xs, Ys)  Xs is a sublist of the list Ys.sublist(Xs, Ys)  app( , Zs, Ys), app(Xs, , Zs).sequene(Xs)  Xs is a list of 27 elements.sequene([ , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ℄).question(Ss)  Ss is a list of 27 elements forming the desired sequene.question(Ss)  sequene(Ss),sublist([1, ,1, ,1℄, Ss),sublist([2, , ,2, , ,2℄, Ss),sublist([3, , , ,3, , , ,3℄, Ss),sublist([4, , , , ,4, , , , ,4℄, Ss),sublist([5, , , , , ,5, , , , , ,5℄, Ss),sublist([6, , , , , , ,6, , , , , , ,6℄, Ss),sublist([7, , , , , , , ,7, , , , , , , ,7℄, Ss),sublist([8, , , , , , , , ,8, , , , , , , , ,8℄, Ss),sublist([9, , , , , , , , , ,9, , , , , , , , , ,9℄, Ss).augmented by the append program.In this ase Prolog provides a straightforward and elegant way of formalizing the problem, however bylooking at the trae of the exeution it is easy to hek that, in order to run properly, the program fullyuses uni�ation.7 Conlusions7.1 Relations with [AE93℄This paper an be seen as an extension of Apt and Etalle [AE93℄. The advantages of the approah wepropose an be summarized as follows:� The results an be often applied to a larger lass of programs. For example, the programs MapColorand Permutation ould not be handled with the tools of [AE93℄.The only programs that an be proven to be uni�ation-free using the tools of [AE93℄ but not withones we present here are those that adopt non-ground input (i.e. the ones that are not well-moded)and ontain a so-alled nontrivial generi expression in the head of some lause2. These programsare quite rare, in fat, browsing through the book of Sterling and Shapiro [SS86℄, we ould �nd onlythree of them: namely the programs ordered3, duth and duth dl.� The results an be applied to a larger lass of queries. In almost all ases, programs whih anbe handled both with the tools of [AE93℄ and with ours an be now handled better, i.e. the lassof allowed queries is now broader. To give a simple example, let us onsider the program member.Using the tools of [AE93℄, we an prove to be uni�ation-free wrt the following types:(1) member: Ground �Ground,(2) member: V ar �Ground,(3) member: V ar � ListOn the other hand, using the tools given in this paper we an prove member to be uni�ation-freewrt the following types:(a) member: U �Ground2For the de�nition of generi expression, see [AE93℄. A nontrivial generi expression is a generi expression whih is nota pure term3Atually, this program should require ground input in order to avoid runtime errors.16



(b) member: Pt� UIt is easy to see that the type (a) is more general than both (1) and (2), while (b) is more generalthan both (2) (again) and (3): the lass of queries for whih we an prove uni�ation freedom isnow quite larger, and we an do this using a redued number of di�erent types (two instead ofthree), thus reduing the mahinery involved in the proof.Anyway, in our opinion, the most important di�erene with [AE93℄ is the following.� The hypothesis of the theorems are hekable in a (muh more eÆient and) automati way.Spei�ally, our onditions are always automatially hekable (in quadrati time), while, when wedeal with programs with non-ground input (i.e. programs or queries whih are not well-moded),the onditions provided in [AE93℄ are not.In fat in order to deal with suh programs using the tools of [AE93℄ one is required to heksome non-trivial type judgments. Now, this is a very omplex problem, in fat, for arti�ially builttypes, it an even be undeidable. Aiken and Lakshman in [AL93℄ have investigated the problemof heking type judgments for monotoni types: they prove that it is EXPTIME-hard and theystate that no upper bound is known, moreover, they show that also in the ase that we use onlydisriminative types4 then the problem has a lower omplexity bound of PSPACE, and a upperbound of NEXPTIME. In other words, even in this more restritive ase, the problem remainshighly intratable.On the other hand, the appliability onditions of both Theorems 4.7 and 5.5 an be statially andeÆiently tested: in order to hek that a program is niely typed, well-moded and the head ofits lauses are U-safe, one an easily �nd some naive algorithms whose omplexity is quadrati inthe size of the lauses and linear in the number of lauses in a program. Indeed, all three oneptsrequire proedures like the following one.for eah lause l in P dofor eah variable v ourring in l dobeginhek that all the other ourrenes of v in l satisfy therequired onditions (this require re-sanning l)endThus, heking the onditions of Theorems 4.7 and 5.5 an be done in an automati way.This situation is not inidental: by looking at the list of programs reported in [AE93, Setion 8℄ andomparing it with the one in Setion 6.1 of this paper, we see that in most of the ases in whih we hadsome non-ground input positions (in [AE93℄), we ould simply turn these positions into U -positions, andprove uni�ation freedom using Theorem 4.7 instead of Theorem 30 of [AE93℄, both enlarging the lass ofallowed queries and simplifying dramatially the proess of proving that the program is uni�ation-free.7.2 Other related workOther related works on uni�ation-free programs are the ones of M. Marhiori [Mar94℄ and of KrishnaRao and Shyamasundar [RS94℄.[Mar94℄ onentrates on Well-Moded programs and studies maximal loalizations of the property ofbeing Uni�ation-Free. In order to ompare his paper with our we have to introdue a bit of notation.Let us be brief and informal.4a disriminative type is a type built using to some spei� rules whih inlude a �xpoint set onstrution; aordingto Aiken and Lakshman \The important restrition of disriminative set expressions are that no intersetion operation isallowed and all union are formed from expressions with distint outermost onstrutor". In any ase, disriminative typesare desriptive enough to be able to handle all the examples presented here.17



We say that a property P is loal if for any two programs P and Q, we have that the P and Q satisfyP i� P [ Q satis�es P as well. In other words, P is loal if it an be heked lause by lause. Forinstane the property \P is Well-Moded and Niely typed wrt the type T " is loal, while the property\there exists a type T suh that P is Well-Moded and Niely typed wrt it" is not loal, as we need totraverse the program more than one to hek it (eventually we have to try di�erent T 's). We also saythat a property Q is more general than P if eah program that satis�es P satis�es Q as well.Now, the question addressed in [Mar94℄ is the following:� assume that to eah relation symbol is already assoiated a type of the formp : T1 � : : :� Tn, where, for eah i, Ti 2 fGround; Ug. (4)we want to �nd (if it exists) a loal property P suh that{ eah program that satis�es P is Well-Moded (wrt the given type (4));{ eah program that satis�es P is Uni�ation-Free;{ P is maximal, that is, there is no other loal property Q whih is more general than P andthat satis�es the above two onditions.In [Mar94℄ it is proven that suh properties exist, in partiular two of them are de�ned in detail5. Ofourse there exist other maximal properties that satisfy the above onditions.Summarizing, the goal of [Mar94℄ is quite di�erent from our own: [Mar94℄ fouses more on thetheoretial aspets of loal properties in the ontext of well-moded program, while here we want toprovide (possibly simple) tools for proving uni�ation freedom for a (possibly) large lass of programsand queries. Indeed the lass of programs and queries for whih we an prove uni�ation freedom issubstantially larger than in [Mar94℄; this is mainly due to two reason: �rstly, beause restriting tothe lass of Well-moded program already narrows sensibly the set of allowed queries (reall that of theprograms of the List, the ones that are Well-Moded are the ones whih are proven to be Uni�ation-Freevia Theorem 5.5); seondly, beause loal properties are, at least in this ontext, intrinsially rather weak.Finally, in [RS94℄ it is proposed to use the same tools of [AE93℄ together with a top-down algorithmwhih, given the query we are interested in, searhes (an abstration of) its derivation tree in order to�nd out all the output positions in the seleted atoms whih may be �lled in by a non-variable term. Thisallows to have terms other than variables in the output positions of the query. Their results are devised forwell-moded programs, but an also partially be applied to well-typed ones. The basi di�erene between[RS94℄ and this paper lies in the fat that the method they propose is a top-down one, and involves thesearh of the derivation tree of a query. Moreover, the results in [RS94℄ are almost exlusively appliableto Well-Moded programs, and, as disussed before, this narrows sensibly the lass of allowed queries.8 AknowledgementsMany of the ideas presented here originated during joint researh and disussions with K. R. Apt, whoalso provided me with invaluable remarks all along the development of this paper. I also want to thankMaurizio Gabbrielli and Nioletta Coo for their helpful omments and orretions on the �nal draft.Referenes[AE93℄ K. R. Apt and S. Etalle. On the uni�ation free Prolog programs. In A. Borzyszkowskiand S. Sokolowski, editors, Proeedings of the Conferene on Mathematial Foundations ofComputer Siene (MFCS 93), Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 1{19, Berlin, 1993.Springer-Verlag.5These two properties are named \(the property of being) Flatly-Well-Moded" and \oFlatly-Well-Moded"18
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[RS94℄ M. R. K. Krishna Rao and R. K. Shyamasundar. Uni�ation-free exeution of well-modedprolog programs. Tehnial report, TIFR, Bombay, India, Marh 1994.[SS86℄ L. Sterling and E. Shapiro. The Art of Prolog. MIT Press, 1986.9 Appendix: Prooof of lemma 4.4Lemma 4.4 An LD-resolvent of a niely typed query and a disjoint with it niely typed lause is nielytyped.Proof. Consider a niely typed query A;A and a disjoint with it niely typed lause H  B, suh thatA and H unify. Take as E0 the subset of A = H orresponding to the non-output positions, and asE1; : : : ; En the subsets of A = H eah orresponding to an output position.The proof is divided in steps.Claim 1 There exist �0; : : : ; �n suh that, for i 2 [0; n℄,(a) �i is a relevant mgu of Ei�0 : : : �i�1,(b) B�0; : : : ; �i is orretly typed in its output positions.Proof. We proeed by indution.Base ase: i = 0.Let �0 be any relevant mgu of E0. Sine H  B is niely moded, the variables in VarOut(B) do notour in the non-output positions of H , therefore the output positions of B are not a�eted by �0. Sineby hypothesis B is orretly typed in its output positions, B�0 is orretly typed in its output positionsas well.Indution step: i > 0.Let Ei � s = t, where s and t are the terms �lling the i-th output position respetively of A and H . Firstnotie that sine A is niely moded, the variables of s do not our anywhere else in A. Moreover, from thedisjointness hypothesis (and the relevane of eah �i) it follows then that Var(s) \ Var(�0 : : : �i�1) = ;.Therefore we have that s�0 : : : �i�1 = sKeep in mind that by the indutive hypothesis B�0 : : : �i�1 is orretly typed in its output positions,and that s = s�0 : : : �i�1. Sine A is niely typed, s may only be a variable or a pure term. Let usonsider those two ases separately, and let us suppose that s isa variable. Then we an take �i to be exatly [s=t�0 : : : �i�1℄. Therefore Dom(�i) = s, and B�0 : : : �i�1is not a�eted by �i, and the result follows from the indutive hypothesis.a pure term. Sine A is niely typed, the type of the the i-th output position of A (and H) must bePt. Let �i be any relevant mgu of s�1 : : : �i�1 = t�1 : : : �i�1 We have to distinguish three ases:First we onsider the ase in whih t�0 : : : �i�1 is a variable and it ours in VarOut(B�0 : : : �i�1).Obviously, in this ase t itself is a variable as well. Now notie that if r is any term �lling in anoutput position of B then we have thatif Var(r�0 : : : �i�1) \ t�0 : : : �i�1 6= ; then Var(r) \ t 6= ; (5)In other words, if r is disjoint from t then also r�0 : : : �i�1 is disjoint from t�0 : : : �i�1. This is dueto the fat that, sine H  B is niely moded, the variables of r may not our in the non-outputpositions of H but only in the output ones, and, sine A is output independent, the substitutions�0 : : : �i�1 annot bind them to other variables of H  B.Sine t�0 : : : �i�1 ours in VarOut(B�0 : : : �i�1), from (5) it follows that t ours in VarOut(B).Furthermore, from (5) and the fat that H  B is niely typed it follows that t�0 : : : �i�1 �lls in anoutput position of B�0 : : : �i�1, and (being H  B niely moded) it does not our anywhere alsoin B�0 : : : �i�1. 20



Now, s�0 : : : �i�1 is a pure term and t�0 : : : �i�1 is a variable, therefore we have that t�0 : : : �i�1�iis a pure term, and, sine t�0 : : : �i�1 �lls in an output position of B�0 : : : �i�1 of type Pt, from theindutive hypothesis it follows that B�0 : : : �i�1�i is orretly typed in its output positions.Seondly, if t�0 : : : �i�1 is a variable and it does not our in VarOut(B)�0 : : : �i�1, then the outputpositions of B�0 : : : �i�1 are not a�eted by �i, and the result follows by the indutive hypothesis.Finally, if t�0 : : : �i�1 is not a variable, then, sine s�0 : : : �i�1(= s) is a pure term, and sine(s = t)�0 : : : �i�1 is uni�able, we have that t�0 : : : �i�1 is an instane of s�0 : : : �i�1. We an then take�i suh that Dom(�i) = s�0 : : : �i�1. It follows that t�0 : : : �i�1 is not a�eted by �i Consequently,B�0 : : : �i�1 is not a�eted by �i as well and the result follows from the indutive hypothesis.This ends the proof of Claim 1. 2Now let � = �0 : : : �i. By Lemma 2.2 � is a relevant mgu of A = H . So far we have established thatB� is orretly typed in its output positions. (6)In order to prove that also (B;A)� is niely typed we have to go through a few more steps.Claim 2 A� is orretly typed in its output position.Proof. A is niely moded, therefore VarOut(A) \ Var(A) = ;. Sine � is relevant, from the disjointnesshypothesis it follows then that Var(�) \ VarOut(A) = ;. Sine A is orretly typed in its output position,also A� is. 2Finally we have thatClaim 3 (B;A)� is niely moded.Proof. This is due to the fat that the resolvent of a niely moded query and a (disjoint with it) nielymoded lause is niely moded (Apt and Pellegrini in [AP92, Lemma 5.3℄). 2From (6) and the last two Claims it follows that (B;A)� is niely typed. Now � = �1 : : : �n is just onespei� mgu of A = H . By Lemma 2.1 every other mgu of A = H is of the form �� for a renaming �.But a renaming of a niely typed query is niely typed, so we onlude that every LD-resolvent of A;Aand H  B is niely typed. 2
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